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M&A Speaker Series

The View from New York

Expert M&A attorneys of Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP will give a perspective on M&A practice and review some of the newest developments in the field. Points of discussion will include:

1. Story of (the attempt to) sell Family Dollar Stores Inc. – M&A in the context of Antitrust Uncertainties, Shareholder Activism, and Unsolicited Topping (Aaron Meyers & Ethan Klingsberg)

2. Tech M&A (Glenn McGrory)

3. Antitrust from inside the Beltway (Kathy Bradish, Jeremy Calsyn & George Cary)

4. Evolving role of shareholders: tensions between the “best interests of the corporation” and “maximizing shareholder value” (Suneela Jain)

5. Kindred Healthcare’s hostile-turned-friendly takeover of Gentiva Health Systems and other tales of enjoyable corporate law work (Manoj Nair & Benet O’Reilly)

Co-sponsored by Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP